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One of the cloud technology cores is virtualization. Virtual Machine
Manager (VMM) is said to have good scalability if it provides services to
many virtual machines with a fair management of resources to maintain
optimal performance of virtual machines’. Scalability evaluation of
virtualization technology needs to be done so that cloud developers can
choose the appropriate VMM according to the scenario of cloud usage. This
study was conducted to determine the scalability of KVM in a cloud with
OpenStack platform. Three scalability metrics were used (overhead, linearity,
and isolation) to measure the scalability of different machine resources: CPU,
network, and disk. The results showed that KVM exhibits good scalability in
CPU and network. KVM is suitable for a scenario in which isolation between
its CPU and harddisk is needed. KVM is suggested not to be used in a
scenario where harddisk is accessed by many VMs intensively.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing research area is growing explosively. Cloud computing is the expansion of parallel
computing, distributed computing, and grid computing. Cloud is able to make efficient use of machine
resources. Private cloud is composed of a collection of virtual machines running on hosted infrastructure
(including processors, servers, network, and storage) owned by one stakeholder group who provides shared
access to many customer in other stakeholder groups [1]. The capacity of private cloud can be, adjusted
accordingly with the internal needs, extended or shrunk.
Virtualization is a technology to make a virtual version of physical machine/abstraction, such as
operating system, storage device, or network resources. There are three types of virtualization known as FullVirtualization, Para-Virtualization, and Isolation [2].The advantages of virtualization are the reduction of the
hardware cost, simplicity of backup and recovery, reduction of the system’s heat, cost reduction of physical
maintenance, and the easiness of changing or upgrading the system. The disadvantages of virtualization are
the central problem, the high specification of hardware, and one central attack.
Virtualization is the core of cloud technology. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), an instance of
service from cloud, is made from virtualization. IaaS is a service which rent the basic of information
technology resources such as storage device, processing power, memory, network capacity, and other
hardware resources. Virtual machines (VMs) co-located on the same physical host share both memory and
CPU resources. VM consolidation to reduce cloud power consumption has been studied in [3] and the results
showed that to prevent excessive performance degradation, VM consolidation has to be carefully guided.
Scalability aspect is an important point in the implementation of virtual technology. Scalability
performances of cloud infrastructure can be measured by its parameters such as overhead, linearity, and
performance isolation [4]. Overhead is the processing time required by a VM prior to the execution of a
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command. Linearity is a quantitative assessment of how strongly related a set of data is. There are different
definitions of performance isolation and no consensus yet about how VM should behave with respect to this
parameter. In principle, performance isolation ensures that in a situation of load imbalance between VMs, all
VMs will still get an equal access to the machine resources [4].
Cloud scalability is determined by its virtualization technology, called hypervisor, which provides
VMs to the cloud’s user. Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a full-virtualization solution for Linux host
based with hardware-assisted virtualization feature (Intel VT or AMD-V). KVM is implemented as a
loadable kernel module which changes Linux kernel into bare metal hypervisor.
There are two principles of KVM [5]. Firstly, as KVM is designed after the emerging of hardware
assisted virtualization, it did not have to implement features that were provided by hardware. The KVM
hypervisor requires Intel VT-X or AMD-V enabled CPUs and leverages those features to virtualize the CPU.
Secondly the KVM team applied a tried and true adage: “don't reinvent the wheel”. There are many
components that a hypervisor requires in addition to the ability to virtualize the CPU and memory, for
example: a memory manager, a process scheduler, an I/O stack, device drivers, a security manager, a network
stack, etc. In fact, a hypervisor is really a specialized operating system, differing only from its general
purpose peers in that it runs virtual machines rather than applications. Since the Linux kernel already
includes the core features required by a hypervisor and has been hardened into a mature and stable enterprise
platform by over 15 years of support and development, it is more efficient to build on that base rather than
writing all the required components such as a memory manager, scheduler, etc from the ground up.
Virtualization method and the usability of KVM have been studied together with Xen, VirtualBox,
and VMWare in [6]. This paper stated that KVM is the best choice for use within HPC Cloud environments.
The performance of KVM and Xen has been also compared in [7]. The results showed that Xen is superior in
CPU intensive test and KVM has better performance in write and read operation because of its ability of disk
caching. CPU virtualization overhead of Xen has been studied in [8]. It is stated that in realistic
configurations the component approach does not give significant overhead. KVM scalability analysis in the
researched cloud has been done in [9], but only the overhead of database access and web server was studied.
The scalability of this cloud hasn’t been thoroughly researched. Hence, we conducted an investigation of
KVM scalability with three parameters (overhead, linearity, and isolation performance) for three resources
(CPU, network, and harddisk).

2.

RESEARCH METHOD
To measure KVM scalability, microbenchmark has been done in an OpenStack cloud (version
2011.3) with KVM hypervisor. The operating system of the host is Ubuntu server (version 10.04) and the
guest operating system is Ubuntu Desktop 10.04 (Lucid Lynx). Five servers are used in these tests. Four
servers (server1, server2, server3, and server4) are used for the cloud system with its total resources are 20
cores processor @1 GHz, 32 GB DDR3 memory, and storage up to 2,5 TB. The fifth server serves as the
native machine with 8 cores processor, 8 GB memory, and storage up to 1 TB. The topology of researched
private cloud is illustrated in Figure 1. The virtual machines are assigned to the hosts manually since
OpenStack does not provide dynamic service provisioning and rescaling [3].

Master OpenStack

Router MTI

Wireless Client
Cloud Client
Node OpenStack

Figure 1. The topology of the researched private cloud
The tested resources are: CPU, network, and harddisk. Some simple microbenchmarks are used to
emphasize the scalability characteristics of single resource. Their simplicity permits us to exhibit the
scalability limitation of virtualization tools, per resource basis. The microbenchmarks are chosen based on
the review of Quetier, etc [4]. Each test is conducted ten times and the mean of each test is taken to further
analysis.
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CPU tests use Maxima to iteratively calculate an estimate of √2 until 1.000.000 digits. This test was
chosen because it minimizes the memory usage. Network measurements use netperf benchmark. A TCP
stream is sent from netperf client to netserver for ten seconds and the throughput is recorded. Disk
measurements use a disk duplication tool (dd in read only). A 2Gb file is read and the time needed is
recorded. The memory and computation consumption of netperf and dd are negligible compared with the
activity they impose to the network and disk.
Three scalability parameters are measured: overhead, linearity, and performance isolation.
Overheads (Ov) are measured by comparing the execution time in native machine (T a) with the execution
time in virtual machine (Tav). Ta is also compared with Tanv (when n VMs run concurrently). In this test, only
single VM actually runs the application. The other n-1 VMs are free of application. Reference virtualization
overhead is measured by (1)[4]. Virtualization overhead for n VMs (O vn) is calculated by (2)[4]. Performance
degradation (D) is calculated by (3).
Ov = Tav – Ta
(1)
Ovn = Tanv – Ta (2)
D = Ov/Ta
(3)
To evaluate the linearity of cloud scalability, the execution time of the same application running at
the same time on several virtual machines is measured. Crontab in Linux is used to make the applications
start at the same time. Each VM is set to have 1 core CPU (1GHz), memory of 512 MB, and 10 GB virtual
harddisk.
If the virtualization overhead is stable at certain value (independent from the amount of virtual
machines), the maximum of application running times should be an affine function of the amount of virtual
machines running the application. If T av is the application running time on a virtual machine, then, if n VMs
run this application concurrently, the maximum of the application running time (Tmax) can be calculated using
formula (4)[4], where Ov is the overhead of one virtualization. Some virtualization approaches may have a
more complex behavior, showing execution times according to the number of running VMs greater than the
one driven by the virtualization overhead only. In such case, we will consider that there is at least a second
component in the overhead, in addition to the one imposed by the virtualization mechanism [4].
Tmax = Ov + Tav × n

(4)

To understand the characteristic of performance isolation, two VMs are run at the same time (VM 1
and VM2), executing one application on VM1 and two copies of the same application on VM 2. If the kernel
schedules the resources by process, all executions will finish at the same time. If there is performance
isolation between VMs, the kernel schedules the resources by VM and the application of VM 1 will terminate
the execution before VM2.

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this part, the discussed results are related to the virtualization overhead, linearity, and
performance isolation for three resources of the physical machines.
3.1. Overhead
As explained in the previous section, the execution time of a single application run on the host is
compared with the execution of the same application running on a VM while the number of VMs is increased
from 1 to 10. The theoretical value of the overhead corresponds to the one where only a single VM is
running. Table 1 shows the mean of the test in both native and single virtual machine. The overhead of
virtualization and the degradation performance in Table 1 are calculated using (1) and (3).
Table 1. The Comparison of Execution Time on Native And Virtual Machine
Resource
Native
Virtual Machine Overhead Degradation
CPU (seconds)
18.314
24.733
6.455
35,05%
Network (Mbps)
94.15
94.142
0.01
0.0085%
Harddisk (seconds) 3.107722
7.382656
4.274934
137.56%
The results in Table 1 exhibit a very low overhead virtualization on network. The network
virtualization overhead is insignificant compared to the execution on the native machine. CPU virtualization
shows a fairly high overhead, and harddisk virtualization exhibits a very high overhead with its over 100%
degradation. This huge difference in the overhead of harddisk virtualization is, perhaps, occurred because of
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the usage of different physical harddisk. The harddisk access time is greatly affected by its rotational latency
and its data transfer rate which is affected by the physical condition of the harddisk.
Figure 2 presents the CPU overhead while the number of VMs is increasing from 1 to 10. The graph
shows that when the number of concurrent VMs is increasing, KVM exhibit near optimal scalability
concerning the overhead parameter (the theoretical curve).
Figure 3 presents the network overhead. For this test, the application throughput reduction is
measured while using 1 to 10 VMs. The chart in Figure 3 shows that the network overhead test result is
almost the same with theoretical throughput. It means that the increasing of idle VMs did not affect the
network performance in the tested VM.
Figure 4 presents the harddisk overhead. This chart shows that the increasing of idle VMs did not
affect the harddisk overhead in the tested VM.

Figure 2. CPU overhead according to the number of VMs

Figure 3. Network overhead according to the number of VMs

Figure 4. Disk overhead according to the number of VMs
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3.2. Linearity
In linearity test, the number of VMs executing the same application is scaled. For a normal
linearity, the execution time should increase linearly as a function of the number of concurrent running VMs.
All presented results are means of the execution time measured on all running VMs in the same physical
machine. The standard deviation is also presented to check how the resource is allocated to the concurrent
VMs.
Figure 5 presents the CPU linearity according to the number of concurrent VMs running the
application. KVM exhibits an unstable linearity in CPU virtualization. The gradient of the curve is getting
bigger when 4 VMs is running together. The physical server, which is used for this research, has 4 cores; one
of them is already used by cloud components (nova-compute). When 4 VMs are running concurrently, 5
tasks are executed while only 4 cores are available in the host. OpenStack does not provide dynamic
allocation to manage VMs to get fair resources from cloud’s physical resources even though there are idle
processors in other physical servers. Thus, the execution time is getting slower.

Figure 5. CPU linearity according to the number of VMs
Figure 6 presents the network linearity according to the number of concurrent VMs running in the
application. The graph shows that the reduction of throughput is getting smaller even though the number of
VMs is growing. This result shows that KVM provide good scalability in network virtualization.

Figure 6. Network linearity according to the number of VMs
Figure 7 presents the harddisk linearity according to the number of concurrent VMs running in the
application. The graph shows that the rise of execution time is too high, even much higher than the overhead
on a single VM. This indicates that KVM exhibits poor linearity and poor scalability in harddisk
virtualization. The high harddisk virtualization overhead of KVM (Table 1) explains this bad results. In
addition, there are other overheads of harddisk (such as accessing time, seek time, data transfer rate, etc.)
which affect the harddisk performance. Thus, KVM is suggested not to be used in a scenario where harddisk
is accessed by many VMs intensively.
3.3. Isolation Performance
This test is conducted to know the characteristic of performance isolation on the cloud resources. A
simple scenario is used where two VMs are running three microbenchmarks (two on one VM and one on the
other VM).
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Figure 7. Harddisk linearity according to the number of VMs
Figure 8 shows that the execution time on VM2 is twice of the execution time on VM1. The
execution time on VM1 is similar to the execution time where two VMs running two processes concurrently
which is approximately 26 seconds (Figure 5). This result shows that KVM provides processor isolation
between its virtual machines.

Figure 8. CPU performance isolation
Figure 9 exhibits that there is no network isolation between VMs. The throughput of each process is
approximately 105 Mbps. KVM exhibits no performance isolation between VMs so that the network resource
is divided to three process (the isolation is implemented between each process). Hence, each process gets one
third of the physical network resource.

Figure 9. Network performance isolation

Figure 10 presents the harddisk performance isolation. The chart shows that the execution time on
VM2 is double of the execution time on VM1. The execution time on VM1 is similar to the execution time of
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two VMs running two processes concurrently which is, approximately, 4.9 seconds (Figure 7). This result
shows that KVM provides virtual harddisk isolation between its virtual machines.

Figure 10. Harddisk performance isolation

4.

CONCLUSION
KVM exhibits very low network virtualization overhead, medium CPU virtualization overhead, and
very high harddisk virtualization overhead. KVM shows acceptable linearity for CPU and network
virtualization, but poor linearity for harddisk virtualization. KVM exhibits performance isolation between
VMs for CPU and harddisk virtualization, but no performance isolation between VMs for the network. Thus,
KVM will match scenarios requiring CPU performance isolation between VMs. KVM is not recommended
to be used in a scenario where many virtual harddisks will be accessed frequently in the same time because of
the high harddisk overhead and its poor linearity. We are interested to study the cloud scalability of harddisk
if OpenStack Swift (a component to manage virtual harddisks) is used.
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